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ORGANIC PRODUCE
Our cover shows two striking images: the craggy profile of
Graham Sutherland‟s 1938 Pembrokeshire oil painting Estuary
with Rocks and the equally jagged roofline of the new Ruthin
Craft Centre by London-based architects Sergison Bates. The
north-Wales venue makes an interesting contrast with the current venue for Sutherland‟s Rocks: St Davids‟ Oriel y Parc,
which adopts a more elusive relationship to its surroundings.

Aerial Oriel

In this issue, we focus on artistic responses of the built environment to the landscape:
Maria Jones reviews recent arts venues in north and midWales, which – along with Oriel y Parc – have garnered attention UK-wide, and which suggest a mini-renaissance in artsbased architecture in Wales.
Ian McDonald recounts the exotic, but nonetheless evident,
impact of landscape on architecture in the cultures of Asia, with
© Gareth Davies particular reference to India and Japan.

Modern architects have responded to the landscape in many ways – from ignoring it to embracing it.
The former approach is epitomised by the city planning of Le Corbusier (touched on by Solva artist
Raul Speek in our previous issue), which often soared over a submissive landscape on concrete stilts.
By contrast, Frank Lloyd Wright (an American architect of noted Welsh lineage) embraced the landscape, famously „inviting‟ an existing rocky floor into the living room of his most well-known house, Faling Water, cantilevered over a waterfall in the Pennsylvania forests.

Graham Sutherland Pastoral, 1930 (detail)
© Baer Karrer, Zurich
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Imre Makovecz: Tree columns, chapel at Szazhalombatta,
central Hungary
Image © Ian McDonald

THE LANDSCAPE in the BUILDING
Perhaps importantly for Wales‟ „Cultural Life on the Edge‟, such „organic‟ architecture can also carry
nationalist overtones. We are all now familiar with Antoni Gaudí‟s wildly undulating buildings – evoking anything from bony tree-forms to the emblematic Catalan dragon. But how many of us are aware
of his extremist and somewhat chauvinistic theories – such as the idea that his native Catalunya was
the only place on earth where it was even possible to be an artist (something to do with how sunlight
strikes the surface of the land and buildings at that particular latitude on the planet…)?
A less feverish model for aspiring Welsh national designers might be
the Magyar architect Imre Makovecz, whose timber, often turfcovered buildings evoke the forests of his native Hungary. Built, over
many years, away from the prying eyes of the Soviet-controlled authorities in Budapest, they could be seen as a modern equivalent of
the 19th-century wooden stave churches constructed by the forestdwelling native northern Finns in defiance of the urbane Classicism
dictated by the then-occupying Swedes. Perhaps these examples
from two small and oft-occupied lands on the edges of Europe
(which, intriguingly, share a otherwise isolated language family baffling
to their more populous neighbours) can inform Wales‟s 21st-century
architectural „organic produce‟?
Left Makovecz church, Siofok, western Hungary
Image © Ian McDonald
Below While Gaudí‟s creations seem wild and adventurous to our eyes, they are full
of traditional Catholic and Catalan imagery; and the architect himself held deeply
reactionary views about the modern world
Image © Ian McDonald
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Sergison Bates‟ Ruthin Craft Centre

Aerial view of Sergison Bates‟ Ruthin Craft Centre

Image © Maria Jones 2009

Image © Ruthin Craft Centre

In its deliberate promotion of artistic subject-matter, Oriel y Parc is unique, with even its form – lowlying and elusive – an extension of the Pembrokeshire landscape. However, a recent profusion of art
venues across Wales, whatever their artistic remit, have consciously chosen to respond to their natural surroundings in particular ways.
Although just pipped to the UK-wide Art Fund Prize for
museum of the year, the new Ruthin Craft Centre forms
an impressive contemporary addition to the north
Wales market town. The
building boasts a jagged
profile that echoes the
surrounding peaks of the
Clwydian Range, and the
institution‟s
„subtitle‟,
Ruthin Craft Centre‟s café
Image © RCC Centre for the Applied
Above Detail of external materials
Arts, seems more appropriate, bearing in mind the content of its imImage © Maria Jones
pressive series of galleries and workshops, designed by London-based
Below The main exhibition space
Image © Ruthin Craft Centre
architects Sergison Bates. Though carefully detailed with exquisite attention paid to the materials – limed oak panels, earth-red walls evoking the red earth of the Vale of Clwyd, patently not off-the-shelf
stainless-steel courtyard security gates, it is the form that captivates.
Most appropriately, the delicately-lit main exhibition space is currently
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MARIA JONES-architect
hosting „Duckworth at Ninety‟, which showcases the formal ceramic work of modernist sculptor Ruth
Duckworth.
Influenced by Henry Moore and Isamu Noguchi, Duckworth worked with stone for thirteen years before starting to work in porcelain and stoneware. She personally considers herself to be a sculptor
who changed medium, and says „Pattern intrigues me. Color can give me pleasure, but form moves
me‟. From across the gallery, the striking form of a Duckworth piece grabs you – as does the finish
which appears immaculate and polished, reflecting the light. Yet up close, it will be un-glazed, often
with tool marks still visible, the surface contaminated by endless working. You believe her when she
says she will work for months until she is satisfied with the form, almost at the expense of the element
she is fashioning.
Another gallery at Ruthin houses the textile work of WestWales artist Mary Lloyd Jones, whose designs of wildly coloured peaks and Lascaux-like cave-wall figures accompany
her trademark swirls and Celtic marks. They reflect, more
directly than her paintings, the landscapes just beyond the
gallery – and perhaps, too, the Cymru Profundo that Iwan
Bala has posited in relation to her artwork.
Futher south, at Aberystwyth Arts Centre, the new start-up
artists‟ studios by artist-architect Thomas Heatherwick
form a striking trail across the dramatic, wooded site. Set
on stilts and clad in crumpled and flattened steel foil, their
science-fiction presence gives new meaning to the term
„incubator units‟. They sit in defiant contrast to the organic,
curving forms of the domed Arts Centre extension from
2000 – itself an earlier work by Smith Roberts, the architects‟ practice responsible for Oriel y Parc in St. Davids.

Above Heatherwick Studio‟s units at
Aberystwyth
Below Smith Roberts‟ extension
Images © Maria Jones

Only a few years ago it seemed that every new contemporary Welsh building was obliged to use slate – as seen, for
example, in Cardiff‟s Millenium Centre or Swansea‟s Waterfront Museum – perhaps in an attempt to ground the placeless architecture of the ‟nineties in Wales.
In these twenty-first century examples, it does seem that a strong and direct relationship to the landscape might constitute a distinctively new Welsh design rationale – if only (thus far) in the realm of arts
-venue buildings.
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COSMIC LANDSCAPES
After a mini-season of talks on art and literature last year at the Raul Speek
Gallery in Solva, July sees the start of a new programme – this time accompanied by food and wine. Highlights include Ian McDonald’s talk on Indian
art and architecture, IndianAsia, on Wednesday 8 July; and Circling the
Square, on the traditional architecture of Japan on Wednesday 5 August.
(see www.raulspeek.co.uk or 00 44 (0)1437 721907 for more details)
„ “Angkor lies abandoned in the jungle” ‟

Image © Ian McDonald

In the British Museum‟s 2009 summer exhibition, „Garden
& Cosmos: The Royal Paintings of Jodhpur‟, an 18thfrom India’ century Rajasthani painting depicts a north Indian landscape
reeling under the impact of the monsoon. In Rama and
Lakshmana Wait Out the Monsoon Rain, the eponymous hero
of the great Indian epic, the Ramayana, and his brother
Ananda Coomaraswamy,
Sri Lankan art historian
perch on a hillside seemingly made of peacock-blue petaland philosopher
like rocks. Below them, elephants, tigers and deer cavort
ecstatically in a downpour that covers the landscape in a series of white stair-rods, eerily reminiscent
of those deployed in Hiroshige‟s near-contemporary prints of the rain-drenched bridges and rivers of
Edo-period Japan.

‘All roads in Asia lead

These fantastical north-Indian paintings, released from the mighty Mehrangarh Fort in Jodhpur and
never before seen in Europe, are a testament to the profound influence of landscape on the art of India, and, through its extraordinary cultural reach, most of southeast Asia. In the art of staunchly nonHindu Thailand, Rama reappears – this time resplendent in flamed-topped Siamese-royal headgear – to
vanquish his foes all over again in a Thai epic known, rather
familiarly, as the Ramakien. In Bangkok‟s Grand Palace, the
walls of the Wat Phra Kaew temple are adorned with goldflecked murals of the lush landscapes of ancient Ceylon, home
of Rama‟s foe, the demon-king Ravana, through which the
Hindu hero-god storms with his army of monkey-helpers.
That the fiercely independent-minded Thais should be connected so closely to Indian and Sri Lankan culture (no less
than nine of their monarchs have been named „Rama‟) should
come as no surprise when one realises that their land was
once the westernmost province of the huge Khmer Empire,
which contained perhaps the greatest ever export of Indian Rama in his chariot, Bangkok, Thailand
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Jagganath Temple, India

Image © Ian McDonald Kamakura Shrine, Japan

Image © Ian McDonald

temple culture. The monumental Khmer temple of Angkor Wat, the largest stone building ever constructed, is a three-dimensional diagram of the five cosmic mountains of the Hindu universe, surrounded by its seven bountiful seas in the form of a vast sequence of artificial lakes.
In its approximation of sacred landscape, Angkor Wat far exceeds even the breathtaking temple towers (known as shikharas) of its parent culture on the Indian subcontinent, such as the soaring Temple of
Jagganath at Puri on India‟s eastern Orissa coast, surmounted by the wheel and flag of the god Vishnu
and visible far out to sea; and the Meenakshi Temple deep in the southern Tamil heartlands, whose fantastically carved, towering gatehouses sprout winking red lights to ward off passing aircraft bound for
Madurai airport. Angkor Wat retains such a hold on the Khmer national consciousness that its profile
even features on the Cambodian flag – surely a visual conceit to rival the Welsh dragon in a field otherwise dominated by repetitive stripes of various national colours, accompanied by the occasional indentikit star!
I was reminded of Angkor on reading Raul Speek‟s piece on Landscape in the previous edition of ARTicle. Speek mentioned the ancient Incas‟ drive to reflect the landscape around them in their superbly
executed masonry constructions. Here, surely, was a counterpart to the temple-mountains I had encountered in India? Furthermore, this reverence for the landscape would seem to be shared, up until
the modern era at least, by all Asian, as well as Meso-American, cultures – no matter how urban they
might become. In fine-art terms, Japanese respect for their sacred peak Fuji-san ensured that its distinctive cone was often included in the background of woodblock prints of the new eastern capital from
the 17th century onwards – as if the 100km-distant Mt Fuji were merely at the end of a Tokyo side
street. And, although they cannot compete with India‟s soaring shikaras in blending landscape directly
into architecture, it should not be forgotten that the Japanese attachment to their often preciously
scant landscape is such that the oversailing roofs and sturdy timbers of Shinto shrines originated in the
simple wooden forms of storehouses for rice: that most essential product of the Asian landscape – and
of those teeming monsoons themselves.
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HIGHLIGHTS
ARTicle RECOMMENDS for the LATE SUMMER
 Ruthin Craft Centre‟s summer exhibitions of the ceramics of Ruth Duckworth, Mary Lloyd Jones‟ works in fabric and
Kevin Coates‟ „visual poetry‟ are on until 6 September. See www.ruthincraftcentre.org.uk or call 00 44 (0)1824 704774.
 See the work of one of Wales‟ emerging designers Tracy Watkins at her shop and studio in Haverfordwest. Coterie is
located on the river opposite County Hall, and showcases Tracy‟s handmade designer leather bags as well as the original
work of leading designer-makers. See www.coteriedesign.com or call 00 44 (0)1437 779700 to check opening hours.
 ARTicle contributor Ian McDonald‟s talk on Indian art and architecture, „IndianAsia‟, is at the Raul Speek Gallery, Solva,
on Wednesday 8 July; his follow-up, „Circling the Square‟, on the traditional buildings of Japan, is
on 5 August. Both talks start at 7:30pm; £3 entrance charge, which includes nibbles and a glass
of wine. See www.raulspeek.co.uk or call 00 44 (0)1437 721907.
 On until 26 July, at the Oriel Joanna Field Gallery in the Torch Theatre, Milford Haven, is
„Beneath Celtic Sea and Other Oceans‟ by Lisa Gabrielle. Lisa shows her stunning underwater
photographs of both Pembrokeshire and further afield. See www.torchtheatre.co.uk or call 00
44 (0)1646 694192 for details. Also see her work at her gallery at Hilton Court near Roch or at
www.lisagabrielle.co.uk or www.diveintolife.com.
 Oriel Q, the gallery at the Queens Hall in Narberth is holding its popular Summer Show and
auction from 1 – 26 July. See www.orielqueenshallgallery.org.uk or call 00 44 (0)1834 869454.
Porthgain Red © Ian McDonald
 Photographer Heather Bennett and artists Raul Speek and Ian McDonald hold a joint exhibition
at the Tower and Café at Oriel y Parc in St. Davids from 14 July – 28 August. See www.orielyparc.co.uk or call 00 44
(0)1437 720392, otherwise see www.heatherbennett.co.uk or call 00 44 (0)1437 721907.
 Welsh ceramic artist Paul Roche‟s work is on show at the Tenby Museum and Art Gallery from 4 July – 2 August. See
www.tenbymuseum.org.uk or call 00 44 (0)1834 842809.

LOOKING FORWARD
EVENTS
 Renowned Goodwick sculptural artist Darren Yeadon‟s show of work in natural stone follows Paul Roche at Tenby Museum from 8 August – 6 September. See www.tenbymuseum.org.uk or call 00 44 (0)1834 842809.
 The Glynn Vivian Art Gallery, Swansea will shortly be hosting the latest Hayward Touring exhibition from the Southbank
Centre, London on behalf of Arts Council England. The show „The Russian Linesman‟ is curated by artist Mark Wallinger and is on from 18 July – 20 September with a preview at 7pm on Friday 17 July. See www.swansea.gov.uk or call 00
44 (0)1792 516900.
 The Big Draw is the UK‟s major event to get everyone sketching. It will be taking place all
over the country, and at a variety of locations around Pembrokeshire, in October. See
www.campaignfordrawing.org.uk for national information and „watch this space‟ for local
announcements on events throughout the County.

NEXT ISSUE of ARTicle
will be looking at conceptual landscape photography in Pembrokeshire.

LISTINGS
 Pembrokeshire Life, published monthly.
 Pembrokeshire Country Living, six editions published each year.
Under the Tree
© Heather Bennett
 Western Telegraph, weekly local newspaper, out on Wednesdays; also
www.westerntelegraph.co.uk/leisure
 Arts Council Wales lists events happening in Pembrokeshire at www.acw-ccc.org.uk
 Arts events can also be found in the listings of www.visitpembrokeshire.com and www.bbc.co.uk/wales/southwest
 And if you want to track down the artists yourselves, see Pembrokeshire County Council‟s Art and Craft Guide 2009
available to pick up throughout the county and to download on www.pembrokeshire.gov.uk (type „Pembrokeshire Art
and Craft Guide‟ into the search box).

SMALL PRINT
 Whilst the publishers authorise the downloading (from www.orielyparc.co.uk/default.asp?PID=189), printing and free
distribution of ARTicle, indeed we encourage it, copyright © of ARTicle is protected and remains with the publishers.
Unauthorised use of any part of ARTicle is not permitted without the prior consent of the publishers.
 We welcome ideas for future editions of ARTicle and can be contacted by emailing article@artpembrokeshire.co.uk

